Position: Quantitative Data Analyst  
Contact: Hanh Pham - hanh@nufitmedia.com

Do you like coming up with creative solutions to challenging, meaningful problems? Do you want a job where you learn and apply sophisticated analytical techniques rather than just manipulate Excel spreadsheets all day?

At NuFit Media, we apply cutting edge data analysis to the health and food space. Located at the heart of Kendall Square, NuFit Media is a rapidly growing, venture-backed startup surrounded by great food and fun social activities.

Who you are:
You have a Bachelor's in Mathematics, Physics, Economics, Computer Science, or another quantitative field.  
You have the flexibility and initiative to create value in a fast-paced work environment. 
You can work both independently and as part of a team. 
You like to approach problems from different angles to devise and test creative solutions. 
Bonus points for coding experience (SQL, Python) and work with statistical packages (R, Stata, MatLab).

Your responsibilities may include:
Managing online marketing campaigns that reach millions of people every day. 
Developing machine learning algorithms to improve our diet recommendation engine. 
Conducting market analysis to assess which segments we should target.

Things you'll like about NuFit:
You'll be one of the earliest employees at a start-up poised for rapid growth. 
You'll be able to make tangible contributions in a matter of weeks. 
Our work is challenging and fast-paced; you'll never be bored. 
Our atmosphere is intense, but not competitive: we're all working toward the same goal. 
Competing ideas are judged based on validity, not job titles. 
Members of our team have lives outside of work: we're philosophers, professional poker players, and ...

To apply for the quantitative analyst position, please send a cover letter and resume to hanh@nufitmedia.com.